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1. Introduction37

1.1. Audience38

The intended audience for this document is implementers and deployers of the Liberty Identity Web Services39
Framework (ID-WSF) and presents guidance for service interface specifications for identity services. It is assumed40
that the audience is familiar with the Liberty Identity Federation Framework[LibertyIDFFOverview].41

1.2. Goals42

This document provides a non-normative overview of the security and privacy issues in ID-WSF technology and briefly43
explains potential security and privacy ramifications of the technology used in ID-WSF.44

There are a number of related documents.[LibertySecMech]is a normative document that specifies security protocol45
profiles including authentication and authorization in Liberty identity services.[LibertyDisco], [LibertyInteract],46
and [LibertyMetadata]are normative document specifying respectively the protocols used in Discovery Service,47
Interaction Service, and Metadata description and discovery protocols.[LibertyTrustModels]provides an extensive48
discussion of the trust models used in Liberty, while[LibertyPrivacy] presents privacy best practices for Liberty -49
enabled providers.50

1.3. Document Structure51

The Liberty Alliance Project is an undertaking by a group of companies to develop a set of open, technical52
specifications for web services. The first step, now completed, is the Liberty Identity Federation Framework, a set53
of specifications enabling single sign-on using federated network identity. The Liberty Identity Federation Framework54
provides specifications for associating, connecting, and binding multiple accounts for a given Principal at various55
Liberty Alliance sites within a Circle of Trust. This document is concerned with Identity Services, which is an abstract56
notion of a web service that acts upon some resource to obtain information about an identity, update information57
about an identity, or perform some action for the benefit of an identity. The Liberty Identity Web Services Framework58
(ID-WSF) is a set of specifications for creating, using, and updating various aspects of identities.59

Security and privacy protection in ID-WSF are enforced through several mechanisms:60

1.Via general facilities provided at the application layers, and61

2.Within each Liberty component, there are application-specific facilities for securing and privacy-protecting data62
and services.63

This document first discusses general security requirements and the issues of authentication and authorization and64
gives a brief discussion of threat models. Then the document introduces the architectural elements comprising the ID-65
WSF and discusses the various mechanisms that enhance security and privacy in these components of the ID-WSF:66
Discovery Service, Interaction Service, and data services. Some more general security issues, including privacy, are67
then discussed.68

1.4. Definitions69

Definitions for Liberty-specific terms can be found in the Liberty Glossary[LibertyGlossary]. Security is highly70
dependent on precise implementation of protocols and for this reason, definitions of a number of the terms used are71
presented.72

Attribute A distinct characteristic of a Principal. A Principal’s characteristics are said to describe73
the Principal.74
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Attribute Provider The attribute provider (AP) provides Identity Personal Profile (ID-PP) information.75
Sometimes called an ID-PP provider, the AP is a ID-WSF web services that hosts the76
ID-PP.77

Federate To link or bind two or more entities together.78

Identity The essence of an entity and often described by its characteristics.79

Identity Provider A Liberty-enabled entity that creates, maintains, and manages identity information for80
Principals and provides Principal authentication to other service providers within an81
authentication domain.82

Identity Service A particular type of web service that acts upon some resource to retrieve information83
about an identity or group of identities (e.g., calendars in order to schedule a meeting),84
update information about an identity or group of identities, or perform some action for85
an identity or group of identities.86

Invocation Identity The subject of a SAML assertion, party requesting service when message is processed.87

Non-Transitive Proxy Capability The ability to act for another entity based on Trusted Authority policy. The88
capability is not transferable.89

Policy Decision Point A system entity that evaluates decision requests in light of applicable policy and90
information describing the requesting entity or entities and renders an authorization91
decision.92

Policy Enforcement Point A system entity that performs access control by making decision requests and enforcing93
authorization decisions. If the authorization decision is pushed to the PEP there will be94
no need for it to create a request.95

Principal A Principal is an entity that can acquire a federated identity, that is capable of making96
decisions, and to which authenticated actions are done on its behalf. Examples of97
principals include an individual user, a group of individuals, a corporation, other legal98
entities, or a component of the Liberty architecture.99

Proxy An entity authorized to act for another.100

Recipient An entity that receives a message which is the ultimate processor of the message.101

SAML Authority An abstract system entity in the SAML domain model that issues assertions. See102
[SAMLGloss].103

Sender Initial SOAP sender. A sender is a proxy when its identity differs from the invocation104
identity.105

Service Invocation responder, providing a service. Ultimate message processor.106

Service instance An instantiation of a particular type of identity service.107

Service Provider An entity that provides services and/or goods to Principals.108

Trusted Authority A Trusted Third Party that issues and vouches for assertions.109

Web Service A service that uses Internet protocols to provide a service designed to be used by110
programs.111

Web Service Consumer (WSC) An entity that uses a web service to access data.112
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Web Service Provider (WSP) An entity that provides data via a web service.113

1.5. What is a Security Policy?114

Security needs a clear set of rules that enable the system’s administrators to understand what is protected and what is115
not. A security policy is a set of rules and practices specifying the who, what, when, why, where, and how of access116
to system resources by system entities (often, but not always, involving or acting on behalf of people). Significant117
portions of security policies are implemented via security services, which are processing or communication services118
that are provided by a system to give a special type of protection to system resources[OASISGloss].119

In the Liberty context of web services in a distributed environment, two particular aspects of a security policy warrant120
special note: authentication and authorization. Authentication is the process of confirming a system’s entity’s asserted121
identity with a specified, or understood, level of confidence[OASISGloss]. There are variety of methods for doing122
this. Techniques for authenticating people include account number and PIN and username and password (really two123
versions of the same technique), which are typically considered a weak form of authentication; challenge-response124
is a stronger form. The SSL/TLS "handshake protocol" is a cryptographic protocol mechanism for authenticating125
processing entities; it establishes server-side (and client-side) authentication at the beginning of a SSL/TLS session.126
In the distributed architecture of Liberty Identity Web Services, authentication is extremely important and we discuss127
various aspects below.128

Authorization is the process of determining which types of activities an entity can perform. If access is to be limited,129
authorization only makes sense in the context of authenticating an entity. Depending upon the level of authentication,130
the entity will have authorization to perform different types of activities[OASISGloss].131
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2. General Security and Privacy Mechanisms for Liberty Identity132

Web Services Framework133

This section provides discussion and guidance related to the distributed security and privacy mechanisms in the Liberty134
ID-WSF protocols. It emphasizes inter-component aspects as embodied in the ID-WSF architecture; aspects oriented135
to individual Liberty services will be considered in the next section.136

Security in the Liberty Framework is layered. Liberty protocols are constructed with extensive security mechanisms.137
Furthermore they build upon various Internet protocols that themselves have embedded security mechanisms[Liber-138
tyInteract].139

Table 1generally summarizes the security mechanisms incorporated in the Liberty specifications, and thus in Liberty-140
enabled implementations, across two axis: channel security and message security. It also generally summarizes the141
security-oriented processing requirements placed on Liberty implementations.142

Table 1. Liberty security mechanisms143

Security Mechanism Channel Security Message Security

(for Requests, Assertions)

Confidentiality Required Optional

Per-message data integrity Required Required

Transaction integrity (requests pro-
tected against replay and responses
checked that they correspond with
requests)

– Required

Peer-entity authentication Identity provider - Required

Service provider - Optional

–

Data origin authentication – Required

Nonrepudiation – Required

Channel security addresses how communication between identity providers, service providers, and user agents is144
protected. Liberty implementations must use TLS1.0 or SSL3.0 for channel security, although other communication145
security protocols may also be employed (for example, IPSec) if their security characteristics are equivalent to TLS146
or SSL. Note: TLS, SSL, and equivalent protocols provide confidentiality and integrity protection to communications147
between parties as well as authentication.148

Critical points of channel security include the following:149

• In terms of authentication, service providers are required to authenticate identity providers using identity provider150
server-side certificates. Identity providers have the option to require authentication of service providers using151
service provider client-side certificates.152
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• The authenticated identity of an identity provider must be presented to a user before the user presents personal153
authentication data to that identity provider.154

Message security addresses security mechanisms applied to the discrete Liberty protocol messages passed between155
identity providers, service providers, and user agents. These messages are exchanged across the communication156
channels whose security characteristics were just discussed.157

Critical points of message security include the following:158

• Liberty protocol messages and some of their components are generally required to be digitally signed and verified.159
Signing and verifying messages provide data integrity, data origin authentication, and a basis for nonrepudiation.160
Therefore, identity providers and service providers are required to use key pairs that are distinct from the key pairs161
applied for TLS and SSL channel protection and that are suitable for long-term signatures.162

• In transactions between service providers and identity providers, requests are required to be protected against163
replay, and received responses are required to be checked for correct correspondence with issued requests. Time-164
based assurance of freshness may be employed. These techniques provide transaction integrity.165

To federate, providers are required to join communities of trust such as PKI or Kerberos frameworks, or to establish166
bilateral agreements. These should include obtaining X.509 credentials, establishing and managing trusted public167
keys, and managing life cycles of corresponding credentials.168

Many of the security mechanisms mentioned above, for example, SSL and TLS, have dependencies upon, or interact169
with, other network services and/or facilities such as the DNS, time services, firewalls, etc. These latter services170
and/or facilities have their own security considerations upon which Liberty-enabled systems are thus dependent171
[LibertyIDFFOverview].172

2.1. Establishing Trust173

Web services is about sharing information. Liberty specifications aim for enabling a networked world in which174
individuals and businesses can engage in virtually any on-line transaction without compromising security or privacy of175
vital identity information. In order for interoperating Liberty components to be able to do so, Liberty-enabled entities176
must establish a "trust relationship." In the original version of the Liberty Identity Federation Framework, federations,177
established through business and/or legal agreements combined with an out-of-band exchange of shared secret keys178
or public-key certificates, exemplified a strong and direct trust model. This model of trust does not scale well and is179
too limited to accomplish web services. A more flexible way of establishing trust is needed. This is done through180
Brokered Trust and Community Trust models. We present a brief discussion here; more detail on establishing trust181
among Liberty components can be found in the Liberty Trust Models Guidelines document[LibertyTrustModels].182

2.2. Authentication183

Authentication is the act of confirming a system entity’s asserted identity with a specified, or understood, level of184
confidence. It is dependent on a number of things: the type of credentials being provided, the authentication of the185
entity providing it (if it is not the asserted owner), etc.186

The simplest case occurs when a Principal presents credentials to an identity provider. The identity provider decides187
whether or not to authenticate the Principal based on the credentials provided by the Principal and the identity188
provider’s own authentication policy.189

A more complex scenario occurs when a service provider receives an authentication of a Principal from an identity190
provider. In this case, the service provider must look at the authentication context: the information additional to the191
authentication assertion itself that the service provider may require before it makes an entitlements decision. This may192
include information about the identity provider and its mechanisms. The service provider decides whether to accept193
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the Principal’s authentication context as sufficient based on the service provider’s authentication policy (note that the194
service provider will need to authenticate the identity provider).195

Brokered Trust models come into play when federation and/or authentication transactions span multiple administrative196
domains. They require the availability of appropriate intermediaries in order to construct a path to federate a user’s197
relationship and/or to authenticate a particular session. For example, Brokered Trust may be applicable when a service198
provider associated with identity provider A receives an assertion to be processed from identity provider B, with199
which the service provider has had no prior relationship. The assertion is a piece of data produced by a SAML200
authority about an authentication of a subject, attributed information about a subject, or authorization permissions201
applying to the subject about a particular resource[SAMLGloss]. The service provider must decide whether to trust202
identity provider B’s assertion (which, for simplicity, we will assume is an authentication assertion, though in fact it203
could be any of assertions mentioned). Trust is determined through a combination of business trust, based on business204
agreements, and authentication trust, based on cryptographic assertion infrastructure.205

206

Figure 1. Liberty Protection Schema207

In Brokered Trust, there is no direct business agreement between the entities. In our example, identity provider B208
has no direct relationship with the service provider. There are two possible cases for Brokered Trust: either there is209
a business agreement between the service provider and an intermediary and the intermediary has a direct business210
relationship with identity provider B (this can used transitively), or there is not. The business relationship between the211
service provider and the intermediary allows the intermediary to act as an agent for the service provider. The latter212
case enables the dynamic establishment of business trust. This is accomplished through the authentication of service213
entities using Metadata documents.214

Community Trust models use membership in a community defined by a cryptographic infrastructure as a basis for215
enabling federation and/or authentication. Public Key Infrastructure, Kerberos realms and inter-realm relationships,216
and PGP webs of trust are all examples of such infrastructures.217

It is also possible to develop business relationships without authentication infrastructures. That approach is out of218
scope in the context of Liberty.219
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In the physical world, authentication is established through physical artifacts or other characteristics of a claimant220
possibly including the claimant’s demonstrated knowledge of private information. Authentication in the on-line world221
is typically based on cryptographic mechanisms. As observed earlier, there are different mechanisms depending222
on whether one is authenticating Principals (human) or processing entities. In the Liberty context, Principals are223
authenticated by identity providers, which determine the means by which they choose to authenticate the Principal.224
The technique an identity provider uses for authenticating a Principal is not within the scope of Liberty specifications.225
However, Liberty does specify the transport mechanism for the authentication interchanges. Communications from226
Principals to Liberty-enabled sites must be integrity protected and confidentiality must be ensured. Liberty-enabled227
sites must use SSL 3.0 or TLS 1.0 for conducting communications with Principals. Note that the security of the SSL228
or TLS session depends on the chosen ciphersuite; Liberty specifications recommend the use of at least a 112-bit229
symmetric key. More details may be found in the normative[LibertySecMech].230

Different identity providers will choose different technologies, follow different processes, and be bound by different231
legal obligations with respect to how they authenticate Principals. The choices that an identity provider makes for232
authentication mechanisms will be driven in large part by the requirements of the service providers with which the233
identity provider has affiliated itself. These requirements will be determined by the nature of the service (that is,234
the sensitivity of the exchanged information, the associated financial value, the service provider’s risk tolerance, etc.)235
that the service provider will be providing to the Principal. If the service provider is to place sufficient confidence236
in the authentication assertions it receives from an identity provider, it will be necessary for the service provider to237
know which technologies, protocols, and processes were used for the authentication. With this knowledge and the238
authentication of the provider of the assertion, the service provider will be better able to make an informed decision239
regarding what services the subject of the authentication assertion should be allowed to access.240

Authentication context is a combination of:241

1. Initial user identification mechanisms (e.g., face-to-face, online, shared secret).242

2.Mechanisms for minimizing compromise of a Principal’s credentials (e.g., credential renewal frequency, client-243
side key generation).244

3.Mechanisms for storing and protecting credentials.245

4.Authentication mechanism (e.g., password, challenge-response).246

Clearly, not all authentication assertions are the same. One can think of the aspects listed above as serving as axes in247
a multi-dimensional grid and an authentication assertion has values defined by its coordinates in the space. Liberty248
can ease the job of assessing and composing authentication assertions by defining particular authentication contexts249
that are representative of current technologies and practices among identity providers. The[LibertyAuthnContext]250
document delineates the more common of these contexts. By identifying the authentication context as a Liberty class251
and giving it a unique identifier, this simplifies the service provider’s authentication task.252

Liberty specifications require authentication of processing entities. There are two cases to consider. In the absence of253
active intermediaries in the message path, Peer Entity Authentication mechanisms suffice to ensure the confidentiality254
and integrity of the message exchange. Authentication of both sender and recipient is required. SSL 3.0 or TLS 1.0255
and X.509 client and server-side certificates (see[KPIX-WG] for information on the X.509 Public-Key Infrastructure)256
can be used for this. If, however, active intermediaries are present, the sender must use message authentication.257
Therefore the sender must authenticate the messaging layer either by using Web Services Security SOAP Message258
Security, X.509 token profile sender authentication or Web Services Security SOAP Message Security, SAML token259
profile sender authentication; normative specifications can be found in[LibertySecMech]. In both cases, the recipient260
receives an assertion binding the sender to the key, and the sender provides proof of possession of the key by signing261
elements of the message.262

Identity services are invoked by requesters. Under certain circumstances, the Web Services Framework allows two263
separate identities for a given request: theinvocation identityand thesender identity(see[LibertyDisco]). Typically the264
identity of the message sender is to be treated as the invocation identity, in which case there is no need for a distinction265
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between the invocation identity and the sender identity. The candidate mechanism to convey identity information is266
client-side X.509 certificates based authentication over a SSL/TLS connection. Generally this protocol framework267
may rely upon the authentication mechanism of the underlying transfer or transport protocol binding to convey the268
sender’s identity.269

For scenarios where the sender’s messages are passing through one or more intermediaries, the sender must explicitly270
convey its identity to the recipient. This is done through a Web Services Security token. A security token is a271
representation of security-related information that is used to represent and substantiate a claim. An unsigned security272
token must be transported through SSL/TLS.273

For the cryptographic mechanisms described above to work properly, private and shared secret keys must be274
secured. Loss of key—private or shared secret—completely compromises the security systems based on cryptographic275
mechanisms. This means that sensitive processing functions must be performed within systems designed to satisfy276
appropriate assurance requirements and systems should be operated and managed in accordance with appropriate277
security practices.278

Public keys need not be protected against disclosure but must be protected for integrity purposes. Effective use of279
a public key for signature validation requires that the key be associated with a trust anchor acceptable to the relying280
party. This can either be through direct knowledge of the key by the relying party or by successful validation of281
a correct—and timely—certification path. Secure operation of a signature-based architecture like Liberty ID-WSF282
requires that a relying party’s set of trust anchors be correctly managed. Validation steps (including, e.g., revocation283
checking) should be correctly performed before accepting a signature as representing its presumed signer. Careless284
use of the public-key infrastructure invalidates the protections provided by the Liberty Framework security protocol285
specifications.286

In addition to secure processing at the levels of cryptographic operations and trust validation, secure operation of287
the ID-WSF protocols also requires that the processing rules defined in their specifications be fully and correctly288
implemented. Security protocols are often fragile and a minor change to a protocol can completely invalidate its289
security mechanisms. Liberty ID-WSF implementers should ensure that the protocol processing modules they employ290
are fully conformant with the Liberty protocol specifications.291

2.3. Authorization292

Access to the attribute data managed by Liberty ID-WSF-based deployments is mediated according to two classes293
of authorization policies: policies established by Liberty processing components and policies established by the294
individual Principals with whom the attribute data is associated. Before access to protected data is granted, constraints295
of ALL applicable policies must be satisfied. Liberty implementers must ensure that suitable policy management296
interfaces are available to administrators and to Principals. The type and scope of interfaces provided may vary in297
different operational environments.298

Authorization depends on the combination of a securely managed authentication system and securely managed299
data describing authorization policy (e.g.,. in the form of Access Control Lists (ACLs)) for protected resources300
[LibertySecMech].301

Identity services may be accessed by system entities. The access may be direct or with the assistance of an active302
intermediary. To access an identity service, a system entity must interact with a specific service instance service that303
exposes some resource. Identity services are ultimately responsible for the security and privacy of the Principal’s304
information. We believe that they are therefore the right point to enforce access control policies.305

The authorization decision to access an identity service offering a specific resource may be made locally (at the entity306
hosting the resource) or remotely. But regardless of whether the policy decision point (PDP) is distributed or not, a307
policy enforcement point (PEP) must always be directly implemented by the entity hosting or exposing the resource.308

(The authentication context for the Principal and the identity provider’s authentication of itself to the service provider309
are PEPs, e.g., gateways to the resource being managed.) In most cases, the service requester directly interacts with310
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the identity service. Thus the identity service may implement both the PEP and the PDP. Under these circumstances,311
at a minimum, the authorization decision should be based on the authenticated identity of the service requester and the312
resource for which access is being requested.313

An identity service may rely upon a trusted third party (TTP) to make coarse policy decisions. It is also likely that the314
TTP will act as a Policy Information Point (PIP) that can convey information regarding the resource and the policy315
it maintains. This scenario might occur if the Principal is unable to actively authenticate to the identity service. One316
example of this is when the TTP provides a bridge function to introduce new participants to the identity service. If the317
TTP acts as a PIP, the result of any such decision made by the TTP must be presented to the entity hosting the identity318
service. Of course, a decision by a TTP does not preclude the identity service from making additional policy decisions319
based on other criteria.320

Our definition of an identity service enables the possibility of a service performing an action for the benefit of an321
identity. To appreciate the possibilities this idea suggest one must recognize scenarios whereby peer entities may need322
to represent or perform actions on behalf of other system entities. From the point of view of authorization, in the case323
where the invocation identity and the sender identity are distinct, the identity service makes a decision to deny or grant324
access to the resource based on either or both of these identities.325

Identity services relying on authorization decision assertions provided by the TTP must maintain accurate policy data326
at the TTP and must trust the TTP to correctly reflect that data in the assertions it generates. The Liberty ID-WSF327
specification enables a TTP to act as an information source to obtain assertions demonstrating the session context of the328
interacting Principal. The TTP must enforce any access control policies pertaining to the resource which the requester329
is attempting to locate. If, according to the TTP’s policies, the requester is not permitted to access the resource, a330
failure indication should be returned.331

The Liberty ID-WSF also incorporates an Interaction Service that enables providers to engage in direct interactions332
with the Principals responsible for requested attributes. Authorization policies should be specifiable in a manner that333
allows these facilities to be invoked as needed, either at the level of confirming that a user is currently logged on to a334
Liberty identity provider or, more strongly, obtaining explicit approval for access to designated attributes.335

Note that a browser-based user agent interacting with some service provider does not necessarily imply that the service336
provider will use the user identity as the invocation identity. In some cases, the identity of the service provider may be337
used for invocation.338

2.4. Threats339

The Liberty Alliance specifications seek to enable individuals and businesses to engage in virtually any transaction340
without compromising the privacy and security of vital identity information. Liberty specifications have been designed341
to protect against:342

• Eavesdropping: Information within the message is viewable by an unauthorized user.343

• Replay attack: A message is sent in which includes portions of another message in order to gain access to otherwise344
unauthorized information.345

• Message Insertion/Deletion/Modification: The message is altered by inserting/deleting/modifying information and346
is mistaken by the receiver as having been sent as is by the original sender.347

• Message Spoofing: The message is written and sent in such a way as to make it appear as having come from a348
different sender.349

• Man-in-the-Middle attack: An attack in which an intermediary poses as the other party to the real sender and350
receiver in order to fool both parties.351
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These attacks are prevented through a combination of the authentication and authorization requirements discussed352
above; see also[LibertySecMech]. There are also a number of security vulnerabilities and risks that are out of scope for353
the Liberty specifications. These include denial-of-service attacks at the network level, host penetration/access, traffic354
analysis, timing attacks (computing the amount of time a computation takes in order to determine other information,355
such as key bits).356
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3. Security Functions Required for Privacy357

Recall that a security policy is a set of rules and practices specifying the who, what, when, why, where, and how358
of access to system resources by system entities (often, but not always, involving or acting on behalf of people).359
Considering privacy purely from a security vantage point, privacy is a security policy applied to an individual, or,360
in the Liberty context, a Principal. Of course, privacy is much broader than such a definition. One can easily find361
databases with excellent security policies that are nonetheless privacy invasive (any secured database that contains362
non-relevant personal information, e.g., a research medical database containing the patient’s social security number).363
However, in the context of the Liberty Identity Web Services Framework, where the issue is designing technical364
specifications for the secure sharing of Principal attribute data, the model that "privacy is security policy applied to a365
Principal" is a useful model for privacy protections.366

The security functions most relevant to privacy are:367

• Authentication of the Principal and/or any other entities that could perform policy management tasks (policy368
definition, modification, etc.).369

• Authentication of attribute requesters.370

• Policy integrity in transit (at the moment of policy definition, modification or any other kind of policy management371
operation).372

• Policy integrity in storage.373

• Attribute confidentiality in transit (response from the attribute provider to the service provider).374

• Attribute confidentiality in storage.375

• Attribute integrity in storage and transit.376

• Policy management authorization.377

• Audit capability: maintenance of transaction records in secure storage.378

• Avoiding collusion between identity provider and service provider.379

• Data aggregation.380

A number of the security functions above, including Principal authentication, attribute requester authentication,381
attribute confidentiality in transit, attribute integrity in transit, and some aspects of avoiding collusion between the382
identity provider and service provider, fall within the scope of the Liberty specifications. But a number of security383
issues concern Principal data residing at a provider. These include policy integrity in storage, attribute integrity and384
confidentiality in storage, audit capability, other aspects of collusion between identity provider and service provider,385
and data aggregation. There is an important point to note here: Liberty specifications enable Principal’s privacy but386
they do not ensure it. The Liberty Alliance recommends that Liberty-enabled providers satisfy a baseline set of fair387
information practices, including:388

• Notice. Public-facing Liberty-enabled providers should provide the Principal clear notice of who is collecting389
the information, how they are collecting it (e.g., directly or through cookies, etc.), whether they disclose this390
information to other entities, etc.391
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• Choice. Public-facing Liberty-enabled providers should offer Principals choice, to the extent appropriate given392
the circumstances, regarding how Personally Identifiable Information (PII) is collected and used beyond the use393
for which the information was provided. Providers should allow Principals to review, verify, or modify consents394
previously given. Liberty-enabled providers should provide for "usage directives" for data through contractual395
arrangements or through the use of Rights Expression Languages.396

• Principal Access to Personally Identifiable Information (PII). Consistent with, and as required by, relevant law,397
public-facing Liberty-enabled providers that maintain PII should offer a Principal reasonable access to view the398
non-proprietary PII that it collects from the Principal or maintains about the Principal.399

• Correctness. Public-facing Liberty-enabled provider should permit Principals the opportunity to review and correct400
PII that the entities store.401

• Relevance. Liberty-enabled providers should use PII for the purpose for which it was collected and consistent with402
the uses for which the Principal has consented.403

• Timeliness. Liberty-enabled providers should retain PII only so long as is necessary or requested and consistent404
with a retention policy accepted by the Principal.405

• Complaint Resolution. Liberty-enabled providers should offer a complaint resolution mechanism for Principals406
who believe their PII has been mishandled.407

• Security. Liberty-enabled providers should provide an adequate level of security for PII.408

Following these practices will ensure secure and private handling of Principal data at a provider site. (A more detailed409
discussion of privacy best practices for Liberty-enabled sites, from which the above has been excerpted, can be found410
in [LibertyPrivacy]).411

This brings up an important aspect of Liberty specifications, which are for the (secure) exchange of information412
between system entities. There are no Liberty specifications about data storage at a system entity. The Liberty privacy413
best practices include such recommendations but these are best practicesrecommendationsonly. Furthermore, they414
are necessarily non-normative, as are any recommendations in this document.415

That is a general issue about the security functions described above. The Liberty specifications provide various security416
mechanisms that help protect the Principal’s privacy.Table 1presents an overview of these mechanisms, which417
are described in much greater detail in the normative document[LibertySecMech]. Liberty specifications require418
authentication for anyone acting for a Principal and for any entity requesting or consuming attribute information.419
For security and privacy, the Liberty specifications specify encryption of Principal data during message transport.420
Through the appropriate use of nonces, the protections provide security against unauthorized parties accessing data421
about the Principal through a replay attack. Through the use of pseudonymity, the specifications protect against422
collusion between WSPs and WSCs who may hold the Principal’s attribute information. These requirements provide423
a high degree of security and thus privacy for the data transmission. But the Liberty specifications must be used424
in conjunction with business and legal agreements between deploying entities. It is expected that these entities will425
adhere to their business and legal agreements, including stated privacy policies. But these entities may not adhere to426
their contracts. In that case, the issue is out of scope for Liberty, which is, after all, a set of technical specifications for427
data exchange. Instead such a situation is appropriately handled by the legal system.428
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4. ID-WSF Architectural Elements429

An Identity Service is a particular type of web service that acts upon some resource to either retrieve information about430
an identity, update information about an identity, or perform some action for the benefit of an identity. A resource is431
either data related to some identity or a service acting for the benefit of some identity[LibertySecMech].432

In the current document we assume that the Principal has already registered with an identity provider. The Principal433
may have done so through a commercial portal or she may have been automatically enrolled through her employer.434
Nothing precludes the Principal from having several identity providers. Principals, in fact, typically have many435
identities: as an employee, as a <spouse, parent, child>, as a member of several distinct civic groups (e.g., membership436
in a political party, membership in service organizations), etc. It is expected that many people will have more than437
one identity provider, perhaps one through work and several personal ones. In an ID-WSF, the Principal uses services:438
ordering and arranging for a gift to be shipped (the shipping address already being known to the shipping company),439
scheduling a meeting with several colleagues, arranging a trip, authorizing an insurance company to view patient440
treatment information.441

ID-WSF consists of a number of distinct elements (see[LibertyIDWSFOverview]) that together form a framework442
of web services. There are several types of system entities: Web Service Providers (WSP), which host web services443
such as a profile service (see below), Web Service Consumers (WSC), which, with appropriate authentication and444
authorization, can access a user’s web services by communicating with the WSP’s endpoint (the targeted entity that445
contains the resource), and Discovery Service (DS), which is a web service typically hosted by an identity provider446
that enables a WSC to determine which WSP provides the needed service. Each of these elements has its own facilities447
for security and privacy protection.448

The ID-WSF SOAP Binding provides a SOAP-based invocation framework for identity services. It defines SOAP449
Header blocks and processing rules enabling the invocation of identity services via SOAP requests and responses.450
Additionally, a usage directive container is defined for those implementations that wish to use an existing rights451
language to specify the required service and data usage policies. The Discovery Service defines a core identity service452
that enables various entities (e.g., service providers) to dynamically discover a user’s registered identity service. The453
Discovery Service also functions as security token service, issuing security tokens to the requester that the requester454
will use in the request to the discovered identity service.455

4.1. Discovery Service456

The first step in Liberty Identity Web Services is to determine where the needed resources are located: which provider457
holds the Principal’s credit-card information, which server stores the Principal’s calendar, which provider stores the458
Principal’s travel preferences. The Discovery Service presents an interface for consumers of identity services to459
locate resource offerings. Entities place resource offerings—information describing the location of different types460
of information about Principals—in a discovery resource. Thus the Discovery Service is essentially a web service461
interface for "discovery resources," each of which can be viewed as a registry of resource offerings.462

The Discovery Service provides ResourceIDs, a URI used to identify a particular resource. For example, a Principal463
wants to make airline reservations. Through aQueryoperation a WSC can determine with which resource (WSP)464
a Principal stores her travel preferences (e.g., client sends aQuery(resource(identity, airlinePrefs))to a DS. The465
DS responds withQueryResponsemessage that includes the information as to which WSP handles that resource466
requested—airlinePrefs— for that identity. Or if a Principal wants to make a purchase over the Internet, a WSC would467
send aQuery(identity, WalletServ)to discover which WSP holds the Principal’s wallet data. The twoDiscoveryUpdate468
operations,Modify and ModifyResponse, enable maintenance of a discovery resource, accommodating inserts and469
removals of resource offerings.470

The Query operation enables a requester to obtain an enumeration of ResourceOffering elements. The set of results is471
dependent on the local access policy of the discovery resource472

Because a provider hosting a Discovery Service may also be fulfilling other roles for an identity (such as a Policy473
Decision Point or an Authentication Authority), the QueryResponse operation also functions as a security token474
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service, providing the requester with an efficient means of obtaining security tokens that may be necessary to invoke475
service instances returned in the DisoveryLookupResponse. If security tokens (currently this is a WS security token,476
but this type is extensible to other types of security tokens) are provided within the QueryResponse, they will be in the477
Credentialselement of the response. As the Discovery Service provider may have to perform significant work for each478
result in the response, especially if security tokens will be generated, responders should construct a QueryRespone to479
be as qualified as possible. The Discovery Service provider should provide security tokens if it knows that these tokens480
will be necessary and it is able to provide them based on the security token included in the request.481

Four policy-related directives are defined forModifyResponse: AuthenticateRequester, AuthorizeRequester, Authenti-482
cateSessionContext, andEncryptResourceID. If AuthenticateRequesteris specified for a resource, then the discovery483
service provider should include a SAML assertion containing anAuthenticationstatement (as defined in[Liberty-484
SecMech]) in any future QueryResponse message for the resource. This is to enable the client sending the Query485
message to authenticate to the service instance hosting the resource. If the AuthorizeRequester directive is specified486
for a resource, then the discovery service provider should include a SAML assertion containing a Resource Access487
Statement (as defined in LibertyID-WSFSecurity) in any future QueryResponse for the resource. TheAuthenticate-488
SessionContextdirective is identical to theAuthorizeRequesterdirective with the single change being the appropriate489
statement is SessionContextStatement. If credentials are provided in response to these directives, they must comply490
with the processing rules defined in the normative[LibertySecMech]. If the EncryptResourceID is included, the dis-491
covery service must not reveal the unencrypted ResourceID to the clients (e.g., when returning it in a QueryResponse).492
If the discovery service is unwilling to do this (e.g., this violates the discovery service’s policy), the discovery service493
must fail the Modify request.494

Previously we mentioned the notion of conveying both asender identityand aninvocation identity. In doing so the495
ID-WSF framework accommodates a restricted (non-transitive) proxy capability whereby a consumer of an identity496
service (the intermediate system entity or proxy) can act on behalf of another system entity (the subject) to access497
an identity service (the recipient). To be granted the right to proxy for a subject, the intermediate system entity may498
need to interact with a Trusted Authority. Based on the Authority’s access control policies, the intermediate system499
may generate and distribute a token authorizing the intermediary to act on behalf of the subject to the recipient.500
This protocol framework can only convey authoritative information regarding the identities communicated to other501
system entities. Even with the involvement of an authority playing the roles of Policy Administration Point and Policy502
Decision Point, the recipient must still implement some degree of policy decisions and enforcement[LibertySecMech]503

The Discovery Service is usually hosted at the identity provider since that is the only way that the WSC has of504
discovering the Discovery Service itself. This discovery is done through the WSC acting as a ID-FF service provider505
and obtaining a SAML AttributeStatement containing the resource offering (a DiscoveryResourceOffering) from the506
ID-FF identity provider. In order to prevent the WSC from colluding and determining information about the Principal’s507
identity, the resource offering (the ResourceID) must be sent encrypted using a key encrypted with the public key of508
the provider hosting the resource. For privacy reasons, this encrypted key must exhibit nonce-like characteristics.509

4.2. Interaction Service510

An identity service may sometimes need to interact with the owner of the resource that it is exposing, for example,511
to collect attribute values or to obtain permission to share the data with a Web Service Consumer. The Interaction512
Service specification is an ID-WSF specification that defines schemas and profiles that enable a Web Service Provider513
to interact with the owner of the resource that is exposed by that WSP. The Interaction Service (IS) allows its clients514
(services) to indirectly query a resource owner for consent, authorization decisions, etc. By definition, the IS is capable515
of interacting with the Principal at any time, for example, by using special protocols, mechanisms, or channels such as516
instant messaging, WAP Push, etc. The IS accepts requests to present some information and questions to a Principal517
and is responsible for "rendering" a "form" to the Principal; to do so, the IS must know about the Principal’s capabilities518
and preferences. The IS returns the answer of the Principal in a response that contains the parameters and values of519
the request.520

The InteractionRequest element allows the requester to define a "form" that the IS will try to present to the521
Principal. The Interaction Service allows for Principal signing of the response. ThisInteractionRequest may522
contain the optionalds:KeyInfo element, a public signing key that the sender has for the Principal. Ifds:KeyInfo523
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is present, then the attributesigned , which has two possible values,strict andlax , must also be present;strict524
means that the sender wants a positive response only if the response contains a signed statement from the Principal. The525
signature must be done using the private key associated withds:KeyInfo . Although in general InteractionRequests526
may contain more than one query, in the case where the "signed" attribute is present, the InteractionRequest should527
contain only a single query. If theInteractionRequest contains thesigned attribute, then theInquiry element528
of the InteractionRequest must contain anid attribute, a nonce that will be used in the signing.529

If the InteractionRequest requests signing, then the recipient should attempt to obtain a signed InteractionStatement530
from the Principal. If the value of the signed attribute is "strict ," then the recipient must respond with an531
InteractionResponse that contains either anInteractionStatement or a status element with itscode532
attribute set tois:notSigned . If an InteractionResponse contains a signedInteractionStatement , the recipient533
must verify the signature and discard the response if the signature cannot be verified. The recipient must verify that534
the id attribute of the signedInquiry matches theid of the corresponding requestInquiry .535

The IS query and response is done through a series of HTTP Redirects. For example, when the resource owner is536
visiting (wherevisiting is short for having used a HTTP User Agent to send a HTTP request to) the WSC, there are537
three possibilities for the WSP to contact the resource owner: (i) WSP interacts with the Principal by requesting the538
WSC to redirect the user-agent, (ii) WSP interacts with the Principal by requesting the WSC to pose an inquiry, and539
(iii) WSP interacts with the Principal by requesting the IS to pose an inquiry (this last case works for all other cases540
also). The first case is handled in the following way (see[LibertyInteract]for the other two cases):541

542

Figure 2. WSP Interaction via WSC redirect of user-agent543

To ensure privacy and security of Principal data, the Liberty specifications require that the information be returned to544
the correct source. Thus in step 2, the recipient of a RedirectRequest must verify that the redirectURL points to the545
WSP, i.e. the host in the URL must be the same as the host to which the WSC sent its service request. If this is not546
the case, the recipient must ignore the RedirectRequest. In step 3, the user agent must be associated with the ID-WSF547
message that caused the RedirectRequest and the WSC must append a ReturntoURL parameter to the redirectURL548
with the URL to which the WSC wants the user agent directed back. In Step 4, the WSP must verify that the host in549
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the URL is the same as the host to which the WSP the RedirectRequest. The WSP should verify that the identity of550
the user is the owner of the resource that was targeted in the original ID-WSF request. The other two cases similarly551
verify that the information is sent to the correct location.552

An InteractionRequest is responded to with an InteractionResponse. If the InteractionResponse contains a signed553
InteractionStatement, the recipient must verify the signature and must discard the response if the signature cannot be554
verified. The recipient must verify that the id attribute of the signed Inquiry corresponds to the id of initiating request.555

It is worth recalling that privacy has many meanings, and in addition to keeping PII private, privacy can also556
denote the right to be left alone. While Web Services connotes the idea ofalways availableand is based on that557
capability, nonetheless, there are undoubtedly times when the Principal would prefer to "left alone."IS has an optional558
attribute whose purpose is to protect this aspect of the Principal’s privacy; this is theinteractattribute. The interact559
attribute may be set at doNotInteract, which indicates that the recipient must not interact with the resource owner,560
or doNotInteractforData, which indicates that the recipient may not request data (e.g., Personal Profile data) but may561
request a responses (e.g., for obtaining consent).562

An important security issue to consider is that the Interaction Service is effectively acting to its client WSCs as a proxy563
for the Principal. Thus the IS should be trusted by those clients. This is especially the case when such a WSC is itself564
a WSP that needs to obtain consent or permissions.565

There is no general possibility for an IS to prove on-line that it did indeed obtain the response from the Principal. But566
of course the IS can—and should—authenticate the Principal and then save the proof of authentication, such as an567
assertion. There is little point in forwarding such assertion to the WSC as proof, as ID-FF authentication assertion568
will contain the NameIdentifier of the Principal as it is known to the IS, not to the WSC (for pseudonymity purposes,569
this name is encrypted). An IS that is closely associated with an identity provider (i.e., has the same providerID as the570
identity provider) could issue an assertion that states the Principal as known to the WSC was present.571

It does not suffice to know that a Principal was present at the IS. There remains the possibility that the IS modified the572
Principal’s response. One solution to this threat is to have the Principal sign the response with a private key for which573
the invoking WSC has a public key associated with that Principal.574

For the Redirect Profile these considerations do not apply, as parties that need to interact with a resource owner do so575
themselves. It is again important that the WSP authenticates the Principal. Although the information in these redirects576
is not particularly valuable, it is nonetheless recommended that secure connections be used so that intruders cannot577
replay a request. This risk is reduced if WSPs require that all ID-WSF requests are signed and/or authenticate WSCs.578
All participants should protect themselves against replay attacks by checking for recently-used messageIDs, etc.579

The Principal has a risk that an IS, or for that matter, any WSP, may misrepresent him. That is, of course, an out-of-580
band issue. Nonetheless, we observe that IS providers should make efforts to induce trust in the Principal by offering581
transaction logs, by employing sufficiently strong authentication methods, etc.[LibertyInteract].582

4.3. Data Services583

Web services provide data services to computers and networked devices. In the current context, a data service is a584
web service that supports the storage and update of specific data attributes regarding a Principal. The Liberty Personal585
Profile Service and the Liberty Data Service Template are two examples of data services; the Personal Profile Service586
provides profile information regarding a Principal while the Data Services Template provides protocols for querying587
and modifying data attributes while implementing a data service using ID-WSF. Although the Personal Profile Service588
is actually part of the Liberty Identity Services Interface Specification, for completeness, we include it here.589

4.3.1. Personal Profile Service590

The Liberty Personal Profile Service, ID Personal Profile, is a service that handles identity information for a Principal;591
the service provides identity attribute data structured in containers (containers are sets of related attributes, e.g., street592
address, town, city, postal zip, country may form the address container). Typically a Principal will have several593
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identities. The Principal may choose not to have these identities linked. All of a Principal’s ID Personal Profiles may,594
however, be registered with a Discovery Service.595

The attribute data may be carefully validated (more likely if the information is from an HR database) but it need596
not be. A Principal may list different values for an attribute in different ID Personal Profile services (e.g., different597
choice of personal title in work and personal ID Personal Profile services, different photo for personal and work ID598
Personal Profile services). Because there may be multiple hosts for a single Principal’s ID Personal Profiles, data599
synchronization between these various hosts is infeasible. In any case, such synchronization is quite possibly not600
desired. It is neither expected nor necessary that all attributes of an ID Personal Profile service be populated.601

There are no Liberty ID-WSF requirements on how data actually resides at an ID Personal Profile service. Thus data602
may be stored at the service, it may be computed on the fly, it may be kept on a backend system. Although the Liberty603
ID Personal Profile specification is defined in terms of XML, that does not mean that data at the ID Personal Profile604
service must actually be kept in XML format. The ID Personal Profiles are queried by or updated by clients, typically605
a service provider, acting on behalf of a Principal. An ID Personal Profile is not required to report the same results606
to two instances of the same query unless the query is being made by the same client and no update (a modify or607
out-of-band update) of the data has occurred in the interim[LibertyIDPP].608

4.3.2. Data Service Template609

The ID-WSF Data Service Template provides two protocols, one for querying data attributes of a Principal and one610
for modifying data attributes when implementing a data service on a Liberty ID-WSF. TheDescription element611
contains one or moreSecurityMechID URI s, which identify the security mechanims supported by the service612
instance. It is expected that authentication will be used, though there is oneSecurityMechID URI for the case613
in which no authentication of the client is required (see[LibertyDisco] or [LibertySecMech]for further details).The614
query must identity the Principal and the data being queried.615

The request message must state the resource it wishes to access (e.g., the Personal Profile of a certain Principal) as well616
as more specified information about exactly what data it wishes to access (e.g., telephone number). Both data requests617
and data modifys support multiple operations in a single message, but in a single request all the operations must be618
of the same type, e.g., all requests or all modifications. The response message includes a status element that indicates619
whether the processing of the request succeeded[LibertyDST]. To protect the user’s privacy, theResourceID may620
be encrypted. A non-predictable nonce must be used in the encryption so as that the discovery service client does not621
have a persistent reusable identifier. This prevents collusion between a web services client and another that otherwise622
could be issued the sameResourceID by the Discovery Service.623

The data services template includes an optional attribute, ACC (Attribute Collection Context), which describes the624
context or mechanism used in collecting the data. This informs the service provider asking for the data as to whether625
any validation of the data has occurred. Three attributes of ACC are of particular note:626

1.acc:challenge attribute documents that a challenge mechanism has been used to validate the data (e.g., an627
email sent to an address and a reply received or an SMS message sent to a mobile phone and the message628
contained a WAP URL to be clicked).629

2.acc:secondarydocuments that the value has been validated from secondary documents (e.g.„ a an address630
from an electric bill),631

3.acc:primarydocuments that the value has been validated from primary documents (e.g., name and identifica-632
tion number from a passport)..633
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4.4. Metadata634

In the original documents for Liberty ID-FF specifications, the Liberty Alliance protocols dealt only with the exchange635
of Principal data. Metadata to enable the linking of Liberty entities was handled out of band. This was quite limiting.636
If two entities wished to communicate without previous awareness of membership in a common trust infrastructure,637
there were three possible outcomes:638

1.The entities communicate insecurely without authentication.639

2.The entities transfer data enabling them to perform authentication.640

3.The entities do not interoperate.641

The first option does not fit the Liberty Alliance paradigm of secure data exchange and the third option is unduly642
restrictive. Liberty ID-WSF includes protocols for two Liberty-compliant entities to exchange metadata in real time,643
thus enabling ad-hoc interaction between entities. The information to enable this interaction is published in a "metadata644
document."645

There are two ways to publish metadata document locations: via a "well-known location" or via DNS. In either case,646
metadata should always be transported securely, e.g., via SSL/TLS to ensure integrity. Parties relying on the metadata647
should process the SSL/TLS certificate presented by the server through normal validation processes.648

Trust establishment of the metadata will be based on at least one of the following:649

1.DNS Signatures (recommended).650

2.TLS Server authentication (recommended).651

3.Metadatads:signature (strongly recommended).652

It is suggested that entities publish their resource records in signed zones using DNSSEC such that relying parties may653
establish certain trust decisions based on these signatures. If DNS Signatures are present, relying parties must validate654
the signature.655

Trust of the metadata document and trust of the entity described by it can be achieved in several ways:656

1.Trust derived from the signature of the zone from which the metadata location URI was resolved, ensuring657
accuracy of the metadata document location. This should be done as described in DNSSEC.658

2.Trust derived from the signature processing of the metadata document itself, ensuing the integrity of the XML659
document. This is especially important in the case of local caching.660
Metadata documents should be signed, either by a certificate issued to the subject of the document, or by another661
trusted party. Consumers of metadata documents must validate signatures on initial retrieval as well aseach time662
the document is retrieved from a local cache. This is to detect any document tampering. Trust derived from663
the SSL/TLS negotiation of the metadata delivery URI, ensuring the identity of the publisher of the metadata.664
Consumers of metadata documents should consider the trust inherited from the issuer of the SSL/TLS certificate.665
Since publication URLs are not always located in the domain of the provider of the subject of the metadata666
document, consumers of documents should anticipate certificates whose subject is the provider.667
Since the basis of this trust may not be available against a cached document, in this case other trust mechanisms668
should be used.669

Post processing of the metadata document should include at least one of these processes.670

It is important that consumers of metadata documents observe thevalidUntil , which indicates the expiration date671
and time of the node and its descendants, andcacheDuration of documents. In both cases, the most restrictive value672
of the value must be used if there are conflicting directives. It is recommended that publishers of metadata documents673
express document expiration at theEntityDescriptor level only and not on the child nodes.674
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5. ID-WSF Security and Privacy Policy Capabilities675

The members of the Liberty Alliance envision a networked world across in which individuals and businesses are676
able to engage in virtually any on-line transaction without endangering the privacy and security of vital identity677
information. The key objectives of the Alliance are to enable consumers to protect the privacy and security of their678
network identity information, to enable businesses to maintain and manage their customer relationships without third-679
party participation, to provide a single sign-on standard that includes decentralized authentication and authorization680
from multiple providers, and to create a network identity infrastructure that supports all current and emerging network681
technologies[LibertyIDFFOverview]. Below we give some non-service-specific security and privacy guidance.682

5.1. Usage Directives683

The Liberty ID-WSF architecture incorporates a usage directive facility that allows requesters to designate the use they684
intend for requested data, and allows providers to designate the permitted uses of released data. While it is intended685
that this facility can be leveraged to integrate processing of privacy policies into Liberty ID-WSF protocol exchanges,686
the usage directives’ scope is not confined to this purpose. The Liberty architecture provides a general means for687
interacting parties to exchange policy statements, and is suitable for use with various policy expression languages.688
In order to apply the usage directive facility effectively, implementers responsible for a set of interoperating Liberty689
components must agree on a common set of supported policies, and on the expression language to use to represent690
those policies.691

For example a WSC may include usage directives in a request sent to a WSP, known as request usage directives.692
Request usage directives may include information about the WSC, the purpose of the request, whether there is intent to693
share any returned information with other parties, and so forth. Request usage directives will be evaluated at the WSP694
against any applicable policies governing the requested information in order to determine whether the intended usage695
of the requested information complies. If so, then the WSP will reply to the request with the requested information,696
and the WSP may include usage directives of its own in the response. These response usage directives stipulate what697
the WSC may do with the returned information, for example whether the information may be shared with other parties.698

Incorporating request usage directives as a factor in policy decisions at a WSP will influence the policy expression699
language used by the WSP to define site-specific policies. This is by virtue of the usage directives themselves being700
expressed in some language. The site-specific policies do not necessarily need to be expressed in the same language701
as the request usage directives. But if they differ, it must be possible to create an effective mapping between the702
expression languages.703

Incorporating usage directives cannot ensure a Principal’s privacy since the requester, the WSC, might request704
information using an attestation of adherence to a strict privacy policy, and subsequently not adhere to its stated705
policy. That situation is, however, out of scope for the Liberty specifications.706

Implementations of Identity Services should provide mechanisms to enable deployments to customize the policies707
that control the distribution of a Principal’s attributes. Policies cover the circumstances/conditions under which the708
Principal attributes are provided to a requesting service provider/WSC.709

Although on first thought it might seem that Principals should define the policies for their personally-identifiable710
information (PII), in many cases the identity provider should also play a central role in this determination. This is711
because Principals may not be prepared to define policies to control their privacy information in instances where they712
have not fully understood the privacy implications. Such situations include:713

• Some attributes that are used for formal identification purposes, as the legal name, require a close control of privacy714
and the Principal may not be aware of this need.715

• Some attribute values can be deduced from the combinations of other attributes value (date of birth from age and716
birthday) and the identity provider’s policies should be defined considering it.717
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• In situations where the Principal has the right to expect full anonymity, their identity can often be determined from718
an unexpectedly small set of attributes (e.g., date of birth, date of hospitalization, type of medical treatment, postal719
code). In cases such as these, the identity provider needs to understand what policies are necessary in order to720
properly protect the Principal’s anonymity.721

The attribute provider needs to define some basic/default policies to protect Principal’s privacy. These rules should722
be written in such a way that a Principal has to consciously choose not to use these rules (that is, the Principal has to723
"opt-in" for a weaker privacy policy).724

There may be other reasons that the attribute provider or the entity managing the attribute provider infrastructure (e.g.,725
telecom operator etc.) defines its own policies. Besides these policies (Principal’s, attribute provider), other policies726
may be needed in order to cover legal issues of the jurisdiction. Since different kind of policies may occur for the same727
attributes, a priority mechanism is needed for cases in which those policies are contradictory. Thus it can be decided728
which policy has a higher priority and is thus applied.729

In various jurisdictions, service providers may be required to let the Principal exercise first right of control over730
information she chooses to share with the attribute provider. In this case, the Principal must actively define the731
attributes that the attribute provider can host, and the attribute provider needs an explicit consent from the Principal for732
service creation. The Principal may select the set of attributes that each attribute provider holds so that certain attributes733
are only hosted at attribute providers controlled by the Principal (or which the Principal especially trusts). Because of734
this, a given instance of a (e.g., ID-Personal Profile Service) may not offer the complete set of user attributes.735

The ID-WSF Discovery Service supports this functionality by means of the "options" feature.736

The definition of policies to safeguard the Principal’s privacy is not only applicable to the attributes but also to the737
use of the specific identity service. That is, there will be policies to determine if the service provider can use the738
identity service. Some of these policies may be based on the Principal whose information is being requested (e.g., the739
ID-Personal Profile service as a whole might be denied to a service provider if this is looking for some VIP Principal).740

5.1.1. Policy Applicability741

Defined policies may apply to a specific attribute, they can apply to a container so that the policy is applicable to all742
the attributes within that container, or they can even apply to the whole set of attributes so that a particular service743
provider cannot access any of the Principal’s attributes. Moreover, the attribute provider’s policies or legal policies744
may be defined in such a way so that certain service providers do not have access to the service. This means that there745
can be two kinds of policies:746

• Those defined for the usage of the identity service ("service privacy"); this is, the resources that can be returned747
by the DS to the requesting service provider.748

• Those defined for the access to Principal information ("Principal privacy "); this is the attributes that can be749
returned by the attribute provider to the requesting service provider.750
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It is perfectly reasonable to evaluate the policies from a higher definition level to a lower, e.g., policies at container751
level will first be evaluated and if that policy is satisfied, then the policies for the attributes of that container will be752
evaluated. For example, there may be a policy allowing access to the Address container, but with restrictions on Street753
Address, allowing only Postal Code, Locality or City, State or Provence, and Country to be sent in the answer.754

5.1.2. Policy Decision and Enforcement755

The policies concerningservice privacyhave to be checked (policy decision) and executed when there is any request756
to the Discovery Service. The policy decision and enforcement is executed before sending the information on the757
attribute provider holding the Principal attributes and therefore the Discovery Service acts as a policy enforcement758
point (it could act as well as Policy Decision Point but the decision could be delegated to other entity controlling the759
service policies).760

The policies concerningPrincipal’s privacy must be executed when there is any attribute request to the attribute761
provider. The policy decision and enforcement is executed before sending requested information about the Principal’s762
attributes. Therefore the attribute provider acts as a Policy Enforcement Point (it could act as well as Policy Decision763
Point but the decision could be delegated to other entity controlling the Principal’s policies).764

765

Figure 3. Privacy-enforcing Decision Point766

When controlling the access to the whole set of attributes of certain Principals (e.g. some service provider doesn’t767
have access to the attribute provider if the request is on a VIP Principal), the policies can be regarded as:768
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• Policies controlling the access to the services (for a specific Principal) and in this case the policies are enforced in769
the DS.770

• Policies controlling the access to the attributes (the whole set) of a Principal and in this case the policies are771
enforced in the attribute provider.772
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